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1 New General Features 

1.1 New 3D Icon For cncKad Application 
For version V11, the cncKad icon is in 3D. 

 

1.2 Unicode 
Now, that the V11 is Unicode, it means that not only the User Interface is Unicode, but you can 
easily name tools (in Tools Library) in any language or apply naming in two languages at a time. 

1.3 New Sheet Database  

This Sheet Database icon , accessible form Common Toolbar  gives you 
quick and easy access to your New Sheet Database: 

 
Basically this is a rudimentary material management for remnants and raw sheets. It is in local 
database only, also known as MDB mode, not SQL mode. Sheet Database in MDB mode 
operates in local mode as the data is kept in the local MDB.  

In cncKad remnants can be utilized only for NST files (selecting a sheet size from Set Sheets 
and Clamps => Sheet tab).  

For DFT files you will be able to utilize only the raw sheets (since this type will be the only one 
visible in the database). 

 

The sheet quantity inside this Sheet Database can be negative, if you have used more sheets 
than available (unlike in real inventory management). 

 

This table data can be used in AutoNest (raw materials and/or remnants) for counting available 
sheets and for disallowing sheet usage for non-existing sheets (with negative quantity). 
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Besides you can Import Sheets Data from CSV files (explained on further pages). 

1.4 Special Processing Profile 
This new option of cncKad is destined to create a Predefined Shape with one processing for a 
thickness of e.g. 6 mm and with another processing for a thickness of e.g. 1 mm. 

o For Punch Machines: 

 
o For Cutting Machines: 

 
• The material visible here comes from General Technology Material. 

• The Special Processing Profile is defined per Material and Thickness combination, 
and is independent from Predefined Shapes Profile. 
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• In the Special Processing Profile you can set ALL the processing for specific material 
and thickness combination EVER, since they have a specific marking for each special 
processing. 

• If you set profile per machine, you won’t need to do anything else. The whole process 
will be fully automated. 

• Mapping Name is to set default AutoPunch or AutoCut profile for specific material and 
thickness combination. 
Although manually you can set/change/select different profile, since all are accessible 
from here, disregarding the Profile Name and Profile Mapping Name, in AutoPunch or 
AutoCut the default profile will be used, the one that is mapped with specific material and 
thickness combination: 

o In AutoPunch: 

 
o In Auto Cut: 

 

1.5 Adjust Travel Path Enhancement 
Adjust Travel Path option now can be launched only from Used Tools dialog and is aimed at 
specific tool or group of tools. It is available for both Punch and Laser processing. 
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After selecting the tool and clicking the Order/Travel by Mouse button, you will be able to set a 
new processing order or change an existing one, like presented below: 

 
At any time you can click the A key on the keyboard and activate the Adjust Travel Path 
option. On the path set by you, you will see the head/turret movement, and each change of 
travel direction will be marked as a “No CAM” movement: 
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1.6 Support Auto Path Finder in Nest 
Auto Path Finder in Nest is now supported with Subroutines for Durma machines and with 
Rotated Subroutines for Trumpf and Mitsubishi machines. 

 
After running Cutting Optimization (from AutoCut, Machine Settings or NC dialog, when the 
Enable Automatic Order box is checked), the Simulation Tool Path will be the same as the one 
in the Nest. 

1.7 PrePunch Diameter 
The following key: 

PrePunchDiameter = PrePunch Diameter 

needs to be added to the Titles.ini machine file, so that we could see in the Cutting 
Technology Table => Pierce tab a new column of PrePunch Diameter. 

 
When clicking PrePunch Diameter column field you will be able to select the PrePunch tool 
straight from the Tool Library. The tool selected here will be a default one when in Piercing 
section of AutoCut and Add Cut dialog (presented accordingly on the below pictures): 
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1.8 Thickness Listing in Thickness Combo 
When working with Punch machines the thickness of any combo box (when creating a new 
part, when changing settings for existing parts and sheets) will be taken only from Sheets 
Database: 

 
When working with Cutting or Combination machines, the thickness presented in combo 
boxes (when creating a new part, when changing settings for existing parts and sheets) will be 
taken also from Sheets Database, BUT if specific Sheet Database Thickness exists also in 
Cutting Technology Table, it will be denoted with the word (Exist) next to the thickness value: 

 

1.9 New Transformation Type: Process Group 
New transformation type, accessible from CAM Menu => Reposition and Transformation, allows 
to process together groups of Parts and/or CAMs. It enables selecting a group of parts that we 
want to process per reposition. 

 

1.10 Set Contour as Part Frame 
From now on, you will be able to transform the bounding rectangle into the frame of the part. 
This option is accessible from Transform menu => Set Contour as Part Frame and ensures 
the cut will be done from the outer side of the part, avoiding unwanted holes inside the part’s 
frame.  
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See the following example: 

    

1.11 Automatic Jump to Text/Graphic in Simulation 
When you click a line number on the NC code the corresponding punch/cut will be visible on the 
graphic display. 

When you click on a punch/cut on the display, the corresponding line of NC code will be 
highlighted. 
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1.12 Changes in Check Process Handling 
There are a few changes in handling the Check Process option: 

Setting of the default check parameters can be done within a new Check Parameters tab in 
Settings Menu => Workspace Settings dialog. 

 
When you set the Check Parameters prior to running Check Process, and you click the Save as 
Default button, the parameters will be saved to the .ini file. 

 
You can Restore System Defaults clicking the appropriate button (see the dialog above). 

Upon saving also the values of marked check boxes will be saved in the .ini file. 

1.13 Cut and Split Sheet Offsets 
In Settings Menu => Machine Settings dialog => Cut and Split Sheet tab => there is a new 
Offset section. 
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It allows you to preset the global Cut Sheet Offsets values and define the offset from the 
beginning and the end of the sheet. This will enable the cutting process to start before entering 
the sheet border and finish already outside the sheet.  

See the following example:  

 
 

From CAM Menu => Cut Sheet option you can set/change settings for current sheet: 
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The global settings of Cut Sheet Offsets section apply also to placing Split Line (from CAM 
Menu => Cut CAM => Split Line). 

 

1.14 Avoid Clamp While Performing Cut Sheet  
When you work with Cut Sheet command and no matter which type of Cut Sheet you choose: 
either Straight or Parts Tight, the Cut Sheet line will be moved automatically from the clamp 
area. 

1.15 Cut and Split Sheet Direction in Auto Mode 
Now you can set the direction for the Cut and Split Sheet, for the Vertical and Horizontal Cuts to 
start From Origin or From End. 
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From CAM Menu => Cut Sheet option you can set/change settings for current sheet. 

 

1.16 Changes for Drilling 
Now the different drill types are presented graphically in the Add Drill dialog, including detailed 
custom setting parameters for better drill definition: 

• Drill types are as follows: 
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o Drill Tool: 

 
o Reamer Tool: 

 
o Countersink Tool: 

 
o Spot Drill Tool: 
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o Tapping Tool: 

 
• And this is how each drill type can be created from Tools Menu => Edit Tools Library => 

Create Tool: 

o Create Drill: 

 
o Create Countersink: 
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o Create Spot Drill: 

 
o Create Reamer: 

 
o Create Tap: 
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1.17 Cutting+Drilling+Tapping Combination Machines Support 
From V11 on cncKad provides support for Cutting+Drilling+Tapping combination machines. 

You can select the specific drill/tap tool and set their parameters from Add Punch dialog:  

 
When you click the Read from Table button, drill/tap parameters will be loaded from respective 
machine data tables. 

When you tick the Use Data from Tool checkbox, the tool data will be imported from the Tool 
Data dialog of the tool selected. 

 
With the aid of Special Processing you can set the processing sequence, like presented below: 
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And you can run AutoPunch, selecting this special processing: 

 
And at the end you can process your contour with cutting. 

 

The example below presents a part created with Cutting+Drilling+Tapping combination 
machine: 

 
It is worth notifying that each process is marked on the drawing, like presented on the above 
picture. 
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1.18 Edit Multiple CAM 
Now, when editing CAM on a hole processed with a few tools, like the one presented below: 

 
you will be asked to select the process you want to edit: 

  
 
The selected process will be highlighted on the drawing, like presented below: 

 

1.19 Select Machine for New Part/Nest/Tube 
From now on, when you create a new Part, Nest or Tube, you will be presented with the Select 
Machine dialog to help you choose the machine you want to work with: 
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1.20 Save Files in V10 Format 
In V11 of cncKad the user can save his work in format of version 10 (actually in an ASCI 
format), hence being able this way to correctly open a file created in V11 in V10, or older one 
(especially important for AutoNest files):  

 

1.21 Delete Push Out Profile 
Now cncKad allows you to delete a saved Push Out Profile, by simple clicking the Delete 
button: 

 

After clicking the  button you will be asked to confirm your choice: 
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1.22 Delete Secondary CAM 
When you want to Delete CAM, and some of the CAMs have Deburring, select the entities for 
which you want to delete CAMs, press Enter and select one of the options of the dialog that will 
appear: 

 

1.23 Resizing Dialogs  
From now on it is possible to resize the Used tools dialog (and some other dialogs within 
cncKad and AutoNest), in an increasing or decreasing manner and in different directions – left, 
right or diagonal. 

To resize a dialog, click the bottom right corner of the dialog   and while keeping the left 
mouse button pressed, drag your mouse in the desired direction.  
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After increasing the size of the dialog some hidden information can now be seen, e.g.: 

 

1.24 Changes in Edit Part in Nest 
Let say you come to nest a part created for one machine, but right you use another machine, 
and you wish to make changes to this part with the aid of the Edit Part feature. 
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cncKad, now opens the selected part in current machine and not in the last saved one for this 
part. The current machine processing parameters will be kept. 

1.25 PROC=OFF is available now in Nest file 
This option is now available for NST files: 

 

1.26 Grid Support for Stacking Position 
Now you can set the grid size from within the Part Unload Deposit Dialog and define stacking 
position by snapping parts to the grid: 
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1.27 New in DOC Report 
There are a few new templates with advanced issues in .DOC Reports. 

1.27.1 Squeeze Tables in DOC Report 

From now on you will be able to squeeze long tables in .DOC Reports, so all the rows would fit 
one page.  

Within Microsoft Word, go to Insert Menu => Bookmark and you will find the following 
bookmark: SqzTo1Page_MinFont2, meaning the minimal font size the text can be squeezed to 
is 2: 

 
If this font is too small, you can substitute it in this bookmark with another value (e.g.: 5).  
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You need to remember though, to go back to Insert => Bookmark. Now you have two squeeze 
bookmarks - one with minimal font of 2 and another with minimal font of 5: 

 
Since there can be just one squeeze bookmark in report for this function to work, you need to 
remove the one with minimal value of 2. After you do go again to Insert => Bookmark. Now 
you should see just one squeeze bookmark with the minimal value of 5: 

 
This is how the squeeze report should look like, when ready: 
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1.27.2 Barcodes in DOC Report 

From now on it is possible to add Barcodes to any DOC Reports as the user might require 
certain tokens encoded and printed as barcode, in order to scan them and read their value on 
the production floor. 
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• cncKad Doc Report with Barcodes: 

 
• AutoNest Doc Report with Barcodes:  
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1.27.3 Stacking Preview in DOC Report 

This is how you see your geometry in the Part Unload Deposit: 

 
And this is how it will be visible in a Report: 
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1.28 Report Templates per Machine 
Now the user will be able to choose machine specific Report Templates, in AutoNest and 
cncKad alike, with the aid of the Machine button from Settings Menu => Report Settings => 
any report tab:  

 

1.29 Post Processor Options Tab Changed Place 
The Post-Processor Options tab was moved from Workspace Settings dialog to the Machine 
Settings dialog. 
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The data storage location has also changed from metalix.ini to the active MDLX. This way the 
Post-Processor Options settings are now saved per machine. 

1.30 Push Out Tab Available in Machine Settings Dialog 
From now on the Push Out tab can be accessed from the Settings Menu => Machine Settings 
dialog:  

 
Here you can set Global Push Out settings, defined per machine. 

1.31 New Metalix Editor File Filter 
From now on, we have a new Metalix Editor File Filter, called Example Info Files: 
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This new editor filter lists only the four files that you can see in the dialog above. 

1.32 Check for Intersecting Contours 
When you run Check option, cncKad checks for Intersecting Contours, that are bigger than 
Minimal Part Size value defined in Settings Menu => Machine Settings => Auto tab => Auto 
Processing section. 

See the picture below: 

 
The contours bigger than the defined value will be marked with red X, and the following warning 
will be issued:  
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1.33 Part Unloads Visible in NST File 
Now it is possible to make Part Unload in NST file, like presented on the example below: 

 

1.34 Moving Unloader Cups with Mouse 
From now on it is possible to move the unloader cups with the aid of mouse. See on the picture 
below for cursor holding the cups, in an orange rectangle. 
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2 New Punch Features 

2.1 Shear Reposition  
There are cases where the sheets length fits the Punching Working range, but exceeds the 
Shear Working Range: 

 
For such cases, cncKad supports now shear reposition: 

 

2.2 One Click Tool Optimization Toggle 
From now on, by clicking the Tool Optimization column header in the Used Tools dialog you 
can turn the automatic Optimization Path option On/Off for all used tools at a time. 
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2.3 One Click Minimize Rotation Toggle 
Clicking the Minimize Rotation column header in the Used Tools dialog, you will check (or 
uncheck) the Minimal Rotation Tool attribute for all tools, placed in Auto Index stations: 

 

2.4 Tools Sorting Priorities 
When in Tools Menu => Used Tools dialog you sort tools by Stations or by Current Tool, the 
tools with Pickup or Chute function assigned to them, appear as last in the table. 
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2.5 Changes in Tools Library 
In V11 there are a few changes in Tool Library. 

2.5.1 New Tabs 

• Now the special tools were divided according to their types, therefore we have new tabs 
in Tools Library: 
DB tab – for deburring tools: 

 
• TAP tab – for tapping tools: 

 
• FTL tab – for forming tools: 
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• and WW tab – for Wilson Wheel tools: 

 
 
All the other uncategorized Special Tools stay as they were before, which is F tab. 

2.5.2 New Columns in Tool Library Tabs 

In V11 and onwards you will see there are a few new columns in tool tabs in Tool Library. The 
new columns might be the following: Punch Type, Punch Type Number, Direction, Tool 
Location and Stripper Location; and they might vary for each tab. 

 

2.5.3 Extrusion Defaults Definition in Tools Library 

From now on you will be able to define default Extrusion for Tapping Tools from the Tools 
Library: 

 
Click on the desired tool row in the Direction Column and select one of the dropdown list 
options:  

• Flat – for No Extrusion 

• Up – for Extrusion Up 

• Down – for Extrusion Down  

The default Extrusion definition set here will be automatically utilized when punching the part, in 
either Manual or AutoPunch mode, and will be visible in Used Tools dialog => Tool Data => 
Type Properties tab:  
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2.5.4 New Tool Data Tabs 

There are two new Tool Data tabs, which can be found in Tool Data accessible either from 
Tools Library or from Used Tools dialog. 

2.5.4.1 Tool Style Tab 

Here you can set tool style. 

 

2.5.4.2 Special Tool Path Tab 

This tab is a Special Tool movement support, to avoid a forming. 
Here you can add a distance for the special forming tool, to avoid resulted bumps, when 
creating forming. 
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2.5.5 Adding Existing Tool to Library 

From now on, if you will try to add to Tool Library a tool, which already exists in there, cncKad 
will issue the following warning: 

 
If you choose to continue and add this Tool anyway, the Tool Data dialog will be open, allowing 
you to set a new ToolN or Tool ID for this tool: 

 
After you click OK button, you will be returned to the Tool Library and your new tool data will be 
visible in respectable columns:    

 

2.6 Tools in Tool Library 

2.6.1 Debur Tool 

The following new tool type has been added to cncKad: 
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You can edit each of the debur tools presented on this tab. 

2.6.2 Tool File with Circle as Default Cutting Edge 

When we have a Special Tool and its first contour is a Circle, this Circle will be set as the 
Default Cutting Edge. 

cncKad will treat this tool as round  tool in several ways: 

When we Rotate this special tool (for example – in Nest; using Rotate the Part command, etc.) 
– it does NOT need to be placed in an Auto Index Station 

This special tool can be placed in Round Only Station 

When adding a Single Punch, On Center, this special tool will placed on the Center of Arc. 

 

2.7 Support for Automatic Station Selection by Thickness  
Setups can be defined with the same tool twice, in separate stations and with different dies: 
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One tool should be placed on first track and the other one on the third track, as presented 
below: 
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When running AutoPunch, with the Use Only Tools with Available Die checkbox marked (see 
picture below), cncKad automatically looks up the tool with die fitting your thickness, and will 
use it. 

 

2.8 New Library Part  
There is a new part in Part Library. It is a rectangle with rectangular central hole and circle 
holes all around. 

 

2.9 Perpendicular Offset Support 

 This option is available for Single, Nibble and Crunch punch types. 

From now on cncKad supports not only offsets along the line offsets, but also Perpendicular 
Offset, denoted as D3. You can use either positive offsets: 
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Or negative ones:  

              

2.10 Centered Nibble between Two Parallel Lines 
From now on you can process two parallel lines at once by using a Nibble Entity Punch Type 
with new Tool Positioning option: Centered between Two Parallel Lines.   
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After clicking the OK button, the nibble will be added exactly between two parallel lines: 

 
This feature is useful in case you have a tool a bit smaller than the distance between your lines 
and you want to use it, so that you could still have offset from the lines.  
For example: the distance between lines equals 10 and your tool width is 9.8. Placing it with 
this option will leave a 0.1 offset from each line. 

 

When choosing this option from the offset dropdown list, the D3 offset field will be unavailable 
for editing: 
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But in Edit CAM you will be able to see the calculated D3 value (marked on a picture below), 
resulting from placing the punch on center: 

 
 

The D3 Offset in is supported in Add Punch command for:   

• Add Single Punch 

• Crunch Circle 

• Nibble Arc/Entity 

2.11 Punch until Collision 
When punch is added manually, if it destroys part, there will appear a message giving the user 
choice to punch until collision: 
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And here you can see what happens after you use this option: 

 

2.12 Changes in AutoPunch 
There are a few changes in the AutoPunch dialog: 

2.12.1 Odd Then Even Hits for Tool Longer Life 

In case your overlap is bigger than the value set in “For Overlap > field, Odd Then Even 
option, accessible from the AutoPunch Parameters tab in the AutoPunch dialog, will support 
Punch Split. 

This way all hits are symmetrical on the sheet, which is important when processing thick sheets. 

 
And that’s how this should look in Simulation. The marked section on this picture presents odd 
punches, just before the machine continues to even ones: 
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2.12.2 Symmetrical Tools Support 

From now on, while using symmetrical tools AutoPunch will automatically recognize the sides of 
the tool as the cutting side, and thus will avoid the need to rotate the tool. 

 This new feature is supported also for Predefined Shapes and CAM Layers.  

 

2.12.3 AutoPunch when Private Library Doesn’t Exist 

If private Tool Library doesn't exist, the AutoPunch will use standard cncKad Tool Library. 
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2.13 New in Round Only Stations and Turret Setup 
From now on, when you create a Turret Setup, in which you place any tool in a Round Only 
Station, we assume this tool can fit in this Round Only station, and no more checks will be done. 

2.14 Labod (Boschert) Tool Convertor inside cncKad 
From now on, when you'll install Boschert machine, you will be able to convert you Tool Library 
with the aid of Boschert Tool Convertor from within cncKad.  

The convertor button can be found in Settings Menu => Machine Settings => Machine tab: 

 

2.15 DXF Trumpf Format for Export 
DXF Trumpf is a new Export File Format, available from File Menu => Export => Format 
dropdown list.  

When you select this format, you will be able to define Punch Bend and Die Bend Tools: 
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3 New Laser Features  

3.1 Bridge Cutting for Plasma and Laser Machines 
From this version onwards cncKad supports Bridge Cutting for Plasma and Laser cutting 
machines. The location of the Bridge can be defined with the help of the Snap options. 

This time and money saving option creates one cut, processing all the parts with just one 
Pierce: 

 
The processing will start from the first part you click. The parts are always being cut clockwise, 
when running AutoCut, to ensure, that the better side of the flame is used on the part; otherwise 
the cutting direction comes from the AutoCut table. 

The Bridge Cutting can also be applied for DFT Text processing: 

 

3.2 Chain Cutting for Plasma and Laser Machines 
From this version onwards cncKad supports Chain Cutting for Plasma and Laser cutting 
machines. The location of the Chain can be defined on the right side of the parts. If you select 
the parts lying opposite to each other, the bridges will be placed one opposite the other. 
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As for Bridge Cutting in Chain Cutting the parts are always being cut clockwise, when running 
AutoCut, to ensure, that the better side of the flame is used on the part; otherwise the cutting 
direction comes from the AutoCut table. 
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3.3 New Optimization Path for Holes: Spiral Outwards 
A new type of Optimization Path, Spiral Outwards, is now available for holes in the Cutting 
Optimization tab => Holes inside Part section: 

 
 

With this option cncKad will start cutting holes from the inside towards the outside, in a spiral 
manner.  
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3.4 Common Cut Optimization 
Now you will be able to select a Tool Path Preference for Laser Common Cuts, choosing 
between the Short Path and the Safe Path – the latter one is a longer path, but keeps the sheet 
more stable in the machine table.  

 
 

When you choose the Safe Path, cncKad will cut into material: 
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3.5 Cutting Tool Path Optimization Technology 
Now in CAM Menu => Cut CAM => AutoCut => Cutting Optimization tab there are a few 
options of Cutting Tool Path Optimization Technology for advanced users. When you click the 
arrow next to Show Advanced Options you will receive the following dialog: 
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When working with the advanced features, it is obligatory to check the Auto Entry Point option 
in Holes Inside Part section of this tab. This is required, so that after cutting the Hole, machine 
head would NOT traverse over it. The entry point will be made in the direction of the cut. 

 

• Small Holes should be cut before medium ones. Both X Size AND Y Size of the hole 
should be smaller than 25mm. 

• For holes to be considered safe (Large Holes), both their sizes: X Size AND Y Size 
should be bigger. 

• If the hole sizes are not small, and not large - it is Medium Hole (up to 300mm), and this 
one is considered dangerous one, because they can tilt. 
We can travel with Sensor ON over these holes. For bigger Holes, we must either go 
around, or set Z=Low. Sensor Safe Small Hole size is up to 10mm. 

• Auto Path Finder will go around Small and Medium Holes, with no need for High Z. 

3.6 Enhanced Corner Treatment  
In V11 the cutting path was improved to simultaneously support multiple corner treatments 
(rounding, slowing and cooling).  

Before, the corner was defined just by angle, now it is defined by angle and radius. Therefore 
from now on the Max Angle and Max Radius conditions need to be met in order to determine 
whether to apply corner treatment or not. 
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In AutoCut dialog => AutoCut tab you can now choose to Use Technology Table or Use 
Global Cut Settings for Corner Treatment.  

   
When switching between the Technology Table or Global Settings options you can see that Max 
Angle and Max Radius fields get updated right away. 

If you Use Rounding option from Cutting Technology Table, you can choose the Rounding 
and Looping active status independently (which means that you can select either, both or 
none). If you select both then a Loop will be added, if it's possible, but if not then Rounding is 
tested.  

 

If a Part corner is sharp (i.e. not rounded) and meets the condition of angle, or it is rounded 
(whether in the geometry itself, or by corner rounding) and meets the condition of angle and 
radius, then the Corner Treatment is applied. Rounding and Looping can, by their very 
definition, only be done in sharp corners. 

 
 

The following keys were added to the machine model so that their values would be considered 
for Machine Time Estimation, but not to produce NC code (in case the machine controller 
automatically adds Corner Treatments to the NC): 

 

[Laser Info] 

CornerSlowByControl = No   

//If Yes, the Slow command won't be added to the NC (but will be considered for Estimation) 
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ReducedLeadInByControl = No   

//If Yes, the NC will be created without reduced speed/precut commands (but will be considered 
for Estimation) 

CornerCoolingFromCuttingTable = No  

//If Yes, the Cooling Time will be added to the Cut, after running AutoCut 

UseCornerTreatmentForEntryExit = No   

//Set to Yes, in order to use the Corner Treatment parameters also for entries/exits. 

 

 

This is an example of Corner Treatment with 
an angle of 90 degrees, max radius of 3, and 
active options of slow, cooling and 
rounding. 

 

This is an example of Corner Treatment with 
an angle of 90 degrees, active options of slow 
and cooling. No rounding in this case. 

 

This is an example of Corner Treatment with 
an angle of 135 degrees, max radius of 1, and 
active options of slow and rounding. 
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3.7 Edit Lead-In Enhancement 
It is possible to Edit Lead-In length of a shape. If there are other identical shapes, cncKad will 
offer to apply the change for all the others. 

This is our part with oval shapes and different entries on each oval shape: 

 
With the aid of Edit CAM feature (accessible from Cut Toolbar or CAM Menu), the Lead-In 
length was changed: 

 
After clicking OK button the following message popped up, enabling to apply the change to 
other ovals: 

 
After selecting in this case the last option the result is following: 
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Now with the aid of the Edit Contour Entry (accessible from Cut Toolbar or CAM Menu), the 
Lead-In position was changed: 

 
After selecting, in popup window, the option to apply the change to the other ovals with the 
same angle the result is following: 
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3.8 Short Side for Standard Shapes Lead-In 
There is a new option in AutoCut dialog => AutoCut tab => Holes section of Short Side for 
Standard Shapes.  

 
It can be activated only when you set the Side to Auto. When selected, the shortest side in a 
recognized shape will be used as the cutting entry point: 
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3.9 Lead-In Support for Holes and Corners 
A new Lead-In at Corner checkbox in AutoCut allows selecting Lead-In for holes, at a corner. 

 
In order to enable this function, the Side option must be set to Auto.  

The Entry Angle for this type of approach is now in the middle angle of the corner. Before it 
was always at 45 degrees and in some cases it was too close to the part, which would be the 
case of the trapeze presented on the picture below.  
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Trapeze corner angle, on which the entry is placed, equals 70 degrees. If the Entry Angle were 
at 45 degrees, the beam would destroy the parts side. Now it is placed in the middle of the 
angle, thus preventing part damage. 

3.10 Lead-In Collision Detection 
From now on, in Settings Menu => Machine Settings => Post-Processor options tab => Lead-In 
Check for Nest section, the user will be able to select an option to be warned if Lead-In 
Destroys a Part in cncKad’s NST files and AutoNest files, or to define an option to Correct 
Lead-In if it Destroys a Part: 

 

3.11 Slow Cut 
Slow Cutting option, accessible from CAM Menu => Cut CAM, allows you to reduce contour 
cutting speed for selected (two or more) entities, including cutting speed reduction for a part of 
entity before and after the selection.  

The distance before and after cutting you will be able to set in the following dialog: 

 
The following example shows us a normal cutting speed: 

 
 

And here we can see a reduced one, with the predefined distance:  
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When you click close to the entity, the processing will be snapped to that entity and the cutting 
direction will be defined automatically. Therefore it is extremely important to make sure you click 
close to the proper END of the desired entity. 
The above example presents the result of correct clicking and the one beneath – the opposite: 

 

3.12 Slice Holes 
This new function that allows slicing the interior part of a hole before cutting it, is accessible 
from CAM Menu => Cut CAM => Add Cut dialog: 

 
This feature prevents a large cut hole from tilting and damaging the machine.  
The default settings can be found in Machine Settings. The operation can be added manually 
when creating a cut (in the Add/Edit Cut dialog), or during AutoCut using the Part Handling 
tables. 
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3.13 Split Skeleton Clearance 
From now on, you can define the default Clearance for the Split Skeleton, through Settings 
Menu => Machine Settings => Cut and Split Sheet tab => Clearance section:  

 
The Clearance can be set: 

• Automatically – and it will be defined by a Beam Diameter multiplied by a preset value,  

• Manually – and it will be defined by a user set value (in mm) 

3.14 Art Parts 
Artistic parts, texts, and some "crazy" contours we can set as Art Parts. Usually, it takes a lot of 
time to add processing for this kind of parts, because of compensation calculation. Sometimes, 
the very small contours are not being processed at all because the Lead-In Size is bigger than 
contour size. 

Therefore now we have two new options – we can Cut with No Beam Compensation and/or 
Use Min Lead-In Size. 

See the picture below: 
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3.15 Thickness Tables Synchronization 
The thicknesses of Cutting Technology Table and of Sheet Database Table are now 
synchronized. That means that thickness from Cutting Technology Table should be replaced 
with closest one from Sheet Database Table. 

 

3.16 Vaporization Direction Change 
From now on when you choose to vaporize an entity or a chain before cutting, selecting 
Vaporize per Cut option from CAM Menu => Set Sheets and Clamps => Cutting Parameters 
tab, cncKad will define one direction for vaporization and then will cut the entity/chain in the 
opposite direction: 
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Instead of returning to the initial point where the vaporization has started, and start cutting from 
there, cncKad will cleverly return cutting the entity/chain, saving this way a lot of machine time 
and energy.   
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3.17 Laser Common Cuts: Support for Wire Joint and Slow on Corner  
After running a placing Common Cuts now you can manually add MicroJoint or Micro Weld 
(from CAM Menu => Cut CAM => Micro Weld\MicroJoint => Add): 

 
If the values are entered in appropriate fields of Geometry tab of Technology Cutting Table or 
of AutoCut dialog => Global Cut tab => Corner Parameters => Slow section (depending which 
option is marked in AutoCut dialog => AutoCut tab => Corner Parameters section) the Slow on 
Corners will be applied automatically. 

3.18 Cooling Column Changed Name 
The Cooling column of Cutting Technology Table => Cutting tab changed name to Corner 
Cooling Time. 

 

3.19 Convert Thickness for Inch 
When working with inch units, the thicknesses in the cncKad’s Cutting Technology Table 
might not be equal to those in Sheet Database.  
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To overcome this issue, we have added the Convert Thicknesses feature to help the user 
adapt the Cutting Technology Table’s thicknesses to those in Sheet Database.  

 
To overcome this issue, we have added the Convert Thicknesses feature to help the user 
adapt the cutting table’s thicknesses to those in his sheet database.  

To access this option click the Convert Thicknesses button in the Cutting Technology Table as 
shown above.  

The Convert Thicknesses to Sheet DB Values dialog will be opened, presenting the values to 
be adapted for each material, recognized automatically by cncKad.  
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After you click the OK button, the conversion will be made. 

3.20 Cutting Head Movement on Cutting Gap when Performing MicroJoint 
During MicroJoints creation, when machine head moves on the contour from the end of one cut 
to the beginning of the next one, placed on the same contour, the machine head doesn’t go up, 
but stays on Cutting Gap (moves just in XY). 

3.21 New AutoCut Mode 
A new mode for AutoCut is now available, after you add the following key to [Laser Info] 

section of machine MDL file: 
EnableAutoCutWithSymbols = Yes  

 

In this mode, a point and text pair can be used to preselect locations of Lead-In (L), Lead-In with 
MicroJoint (LJ), or MicroJoint (J).  

 IMPORTANT: This Pair: TEXT + POINT, must be placed inside the contour! 

The contours which have this text placed close to them (up to 10 mm) will be cut according to 
those parameters.  
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For open contours, the Lead-In location will also select the side to be cut. The open contour and 
MJ (Width, Both and One Side) parameters will still be taken from the AutoCut Properties in 
the Part Handling table. 

 

3.22 Round Only External Contours 
The new MDL key 

[Laser Info]: 

RoundOnlyExternalCorners = Yes  

 

Enables to round only the external corners – the ones with internal angle smaller than 180 
degrees – of the part, as presented on the picture below: 
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4 New in AutoNest 

4.1 Space-Out Parts 
This new option can be found in the Nesting Menu. 

If we have a SubNest in which the distance between Parts is small, but we have space on the 
Sheet (and do NOT use the Cut Sheet option), we may want to Space-Out the Parts, or in other 
words, to increase the distance between them. 

This is how your sheet will look before and after “spacing-out”: 

 

4.2 AutoNest Automatically Uses Rotated Sheet  
If in the Sheet Database, accessible from Nesting Menu => Start/Continue AutoNest, there is a 
sheet, which dimensions at 90 degree rotation equal to the dimensions of a Part to be nested, 
the AutoNest will automatically select this sheet and use it to create a Rotated SubNest with 
this Part. 

For example when trying to Nest the following part (50x100): 
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the automatic nesting process will check the Sheets Database and will automatically choose 
the sheet with 100X50 dimensions: 

 
And the result will be following: 
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4.3 New Columns for ORD Processing 
When creating Order File in AutoNest, now there is a possibility to set the Allowed Directions, 
Part Rotation and CAM Layers Angles. 

This is done through the appropriate columns in the Create Order Dialog, presented below: 

 

 This feature is supported also when using CSV mode for Order Creation. 

4.4 Save DFT File in the Original Folder 
When, creating ORD file, we make DXF import from some DXF directory (marked on the picture 
below): 

 
BEFORE validating our parts, we can in Setup… button => Parameters tab mark the Save 
DFT File in the Original Folder checkbox, thus ensuring that the DFT file will be created in the 
original DXF directory: 
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Now, you can see that the validated parts are actually saved in the DXF parts directory: 

 

4.5 Order Tools by Sequence 
In Settings Menu => Machine Settings dialog => NC Options tab you can select the option to 
automatically order tools in NC by sequence – ascending or descending. 

 

4.6 Tool Order Rules 
In Settings Menu => Machine Settings dialog => NC Options tab => Tool Order Rules 
section you can set the tool processing order – from start or from end for the tools, for which you 
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want a special treatment. 

 

4.7 Sort SubNest by Height or by Width 
From now on the user will be able to sort the SubNests in the SubNests’ Tree (accessible from 
the Info Bar) either by taking into account first the Height of the sheet, and then its Width or 
vice versa. 

It can be done for current Nest, by clicking the Sort Subnets button  and choosing one 
of the options. 

Here you can see an example of sorting SubNests from Smallest to Biggest:  

By Height By Width 

  

You can set the Height parameter to be the default one for the Sort SubNest from Workspace 
Settings => AutoNest tab => Default SubNests Sort Mode section and un-checking the First 
by Width box: 
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4.8 Blanks in Different Colors 
From now on, the blank parts (Blanks) created in your solution will be colored, so you will be 
able to differentiate them from normal free space on your sheet.  

The Blank Color can be defined in Settings Menu => Workspace Settings => Parts Color tab => 
Blank Color section: 

 
Click the color button and choose the desired color:   

 
Here is how it will look like: 

 

4.9 Changes to Parts Bar Display 
In this version we improved the Parts Bar Display, to meet our customers’ needs. 

In Settings Menu => Workspace Settings => Working Defaults tab there is a Part Icon section. 
There you can decide what and how you want to see on your Parts Bar Display. 
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4.9.1 Part Path and Size on Parts Tool Tips 

Now the Parts Path and Parts Size are displayed when you hover the cursor over parts 
displayed in Parts Preview on the Parts Bar: 

 

4.9.2 Parts Size on the Parts Preview 

When in Settings Menu => Workspace Settings => Working Defaults tab => Part Icon section 
you check the Show Part Size option, the parts size will be displayed beneath the parts 
preview: 

 

4.9.3 Sorting Parts 

The Sort Parts section of Settings Menu => Workspace Settings => Working Defaults tab 
allows you various ways of sorting parts in the Parts Bar:  

 
o In an accidental manner (not sorted): 

 
o By Name: 
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o By Size – Smallest to Biggest: 

 
o By Size – Biggest to Smallest: 

 

4.10 Support Number of Parts in Geometry in AutoNest 
This is our geometry. As you can see on the zoom-out part, our geometry consists of 2 parts. 

 
 

In CAM Menu => Set Sheet and Clamps => Part tab => Part section => Parts in Geometry 
you can see just one Part in this Geometry (circled red), although we have actually two parts 
(circled violet): 

 
After exporting this Part to AutoNest, we can see that there, on the Parts Bar, the geometry is 
counted as if there was just one part in geometry. Therefore you see 24 parts although there are 
48 actually placed on the sheet:   
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We go back to cncKad => CAM Menu => Set Sheet and Clamps => Part tab => Part section 
=> Parts in Geometry, and we change the number of Parts there to the actual number of parts, 
which is 2 in this case: 

 
After SAVING the Part (to ensure the change we just made), we go back to AutoNest and 
confirming the Parts Update, we will see the updated number of parts on the Parts Bar: 

 

4.11 Adjust to Sheet Edge without Buffer 
When in Set Sheet and Clamps you click Set Sheet=Part button, the parts will be adjusted to 
the Sheet Edge and the buffer will stick out of the Sheet Edge. 

See the following examples: 
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This is a normal sheet: 

 
And this is a sheet adjusted to sheet edge, without a buffer: 
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4.12 Adjust Sheet Size to Minimum 

 
This option adjusts sheet size in X to minimum, according to sheet offsets, part buffer and 
nesting and start points: 

 

4.13 Lead-In and Punch Tools Buffer 
This function is supported for Punch Tool and Laser Lead-In and works also for Prepunch.  

This option ensures that there is no collision between the Lead-Ins onto parts nor between 
punch tools and Parts. 

 
If the Lead-In is bigger than the Buffer, the Buffer for Lead-In will be done this way: 
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And this is how the Punch Tool Buffer looks like: 

 
In cncKad Settings Menu => Machine Settings => Auto tab you can set the default Lead-In 
Buffer, marking the proper checkbox (see picture below): 
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If we want it to be default for importing DXF files, we need to check this option in AutoNest => 
Settings Menu => Machine Settings => Auto tab. 

4.14 Unique Part Quantity and Total Part Quantity DIsplay 
Now each material on the material filter list presents the unique part quantity and total part 
quantity of each material: 

 

4.15 AutoNest Doc Reports 
There are a few changes and new issues concerning DOC Reports in AutoNest. 

4.15.1 Show Part Name and Part Number in Order Report 

From now on you will be able to display Part Name and Part Number in AutoNest Order 
Report preview.  

To do so, select the desired option in Settings Menu => Report Settings dialog => AutoNest 
Report Settings => Show on Subnest Preview section: 
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And this is how the resulting report looks like: 

 

4.15.2 Support of Automation Report in CSV Format 

In addition to "TXT" automation report now you can select "CSV" report file in Settings Menu => 
Report Settings => AutoNest Report Settings tab => Template File for Automation Order 
Report section. 
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4.15.3 Print Remnant IDs in SubNest Doc Report  

From now on, the user will be able to Print Remnant IDs on SubNest preview in the SubNest 
.doc report. 

 It is important to note that Print Remnant IDs is available for users working with 

Material Inventory Management. 

In order to be able to generate this report, the below key should be inserted in the Metalix.ini 
file: 

[AUTONEST] 

PrintRemnantInfo = 1 

Additionally, you need to make sure the SubNest is sent to production. 

 
This is how the report will look like: 

 

4.16 Arrow Step 
This feature is useful for people moving parts in AutoNest with the aid of Keyboard Arrows. 

Beneath the cursor coordinates, in Cursor section of the Info Dialog Bar, you will find the 
Arrow Step field. You can set here and control the value of arrow step. 

 
Arrow Step can be also changed by pressing Ctrl + or Ctrl - key combination. 
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5 Live Import 
From now on, the DWG/DXF file import procedure into cncKad shall be done (optionally) with 
full visualization capability of the result before confirming the entire import operation. This 
means that the user can now see the exact content of the layers he intends to import and how 
they will look in the final result. This capability is called Live Import. 
The Live Import process is similar to regular geometry editing, with the main difference that the 
left control panel area shows the current import parameters and controls which define the actual 
filter. See preliminary design of the viewer appearance. 

 

The Live Import is a dialog based environment, which provides a full live preview of the 
geometry import results, during the import parameters setup stage. 

In File Menu => Import File dialog, tick the Live Import checkbox: 

 
Select the file (DWG or DXF) you wish to import, and click OK button.  

The Live Import screen will be open: 
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Make any changes you wish in the layers’ colors and line types. Every change will be 
simultaneously showed in the preview screen.  

If you wish to import (or not) a specific part of your file, disable the import checkbox of some 
layers and see the unselected layer immediately disappear from the preview. 

 
After making any changes, click the Show Original button to show the complete input file data 
without any filtering or conversions. Doing so, this button’s text will become Show Result 
allowing you to come back to the filtered result. 

 

If you wish to Return to the original file and Discard filtering and conversions made, click the 
Reset Colors and Line Types button.  

 

You will be able to Zoom in (and out) different parts of your file by rolling the mouse wheel. 
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To move your drawing and verify a specific area of it (or simply adjust the zoom display), click 
the mouse wheel, grab the geometry and move the mouse around.  

Release the mouse wheel when you are satisfied with the new position of geometry. 

 
To come back to the full view of your file click the Zoom 100% button.   

You can also Save the current filtering setup, by clicking on the appropriate button. 

 

Click the OK button to accept the current result and create the DFT document as designed.  

 The DFT is not saved yet! Work on your DFT and save it when finished. 
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6 Import Sheets’ Data from CSV file 
In Version 11, AutoNest enables sheets’ data import from CSV file. 

This can be done from Settings Menu => Workspace Settings => Sheets CSV Map tab. 

 

 Before you start to map the file, make sure the original CSV file is CLOSED. 

First you need to map the Sheet CSV File, in the following way: 

1. Load CSV Reference File: With the aid of this button select the existing CSV sheet. 

e.g.:  

2. CSV Map File: Give a Name to the mapping file or select an existing mapping file. It will 
be used as a template for sheet insertion to the database. 

3. CSV First Data Line: Define from which line of the CSV file you want to start reading 
the data in the file. In our example (See point 1) the first line contains headers. Our data 
actually starts from line 2. Therefore you need to update this field accordingly. 

4. Material Names Mapping Table: This table shows the Material Names. The first 
column is the material name from the CSV file and the second one is the name in 
cncKad Material Database. 

5. CSV Mapping Table: This table maps CSV file columns with the sheet database 
columns. Here you need to map your CSV file with cncKad equivalents.  

 It is possible to add rows and change this table at each sheet import. 

6. Save the template with the name given in point (2), if available. 

7. Click the Save as button to save the template with a new name. 
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8. This is the Result: 

 
After saving the mapping file loading the new sheets with the aid of CSV is really easy: 

1. Open AutoNest V11 or higher.  

2. Go to Settings Menu => Workspace Settings => Material tab and click the Sheet 
Database button. 

 
3. When the Sheet Sizes dialog opens, click the Import Sheets Data button: 
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4. In the Load Sheet Definition Data dialog that opens, browse for the CSV Sheet Data file:  

 
The Material synonyms table contains CSV Material Name and its Sheet Database 
synonym. 

5. In the Sheet Import Mode section you can choose between some options:   

• Add New Sheet List - all the sheets in the database will be replaced.  

• Add sheet data To Existing Sheets - new sheets will be added and existing sheets 
quantity field will be updated. 

• Overwrite Existing Sheets - new sheets will be added and existing ones will be 
replaced. 

6. Click OK button and the CSV Sheet Data will be loaded to your sheet database: 

 
7. Clicking the Cancel button will close the dialog and no changes will be saved to the 

database. 
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7 New in CAD Link 

7.1 Small Lines Smoothing 
During CAD Link/TUBE Link all kinds of penetrations are converted to many small lines. You 
have NO control over the size of these lines. 

However, after your CAD Link/TUBE Link part opens in cncKad, you can run the Smooth 
option with any Bulge you choose. 

7.2 Improved Support for Splines 
We have a much better support for splines in CAD Link for IST 11.354 .The improvement is in 
the reduced number of lines in favor of arcs, and also in improved geometry in some cases. 

Build 11.299 Build 11.354 

    

  

 

 

 

 

Tube link: 
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7.3 CAD Link’s Compatibility 
CAD-Link is now compatible with the latest CAD versions: SolidWorks 2012, Inventor 2012 and 
Solid Edge ST4. 

7.4 CAD Link for Tubes 
CAD-Link for Tubes is now better controlled on cutting angle and has optimized and faster 
algorithm. 

7.5 Customization Enhancement 
There are more customized options in Settings/Properties dialog: 

  

When exporting this tube there is a noticeable improvement: 
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7.6 Using Bend Table in CAD Link 

 
The user can load our cncKad Bend-Factors Table (clicking Show Bend Table button), and 
import the desired K Factor into the CAD application according to his Bending Tools: 
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7.7 Setting cncKad Material 
New CAD Link Material dialog allows setting materials from cncKad Application on the parts: 
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8 New in Tubes 

8.1 Tube Angular Motion parameters 
New Tube parameters of Tube Angular Acceleration and Tube Max Rotation were added to 
Settings Menu => Machine Settings => Cutting Parameters tab => Motion section, and they will 
be used for the calculation of the processing time estimation for Tube Cutting Machines: 

 
These parameters, like the other parameters in this section, are defined originally in the MDL file 
and can be manually changed by the user in this dialog. 

8.2 Multiple Parts for Tubes 
cncKad has always supported using multiple parts on a large metal sheet, but from now on it 
supports multiple parts also for tube technology. 

This new ability allows you to place duplicates of your tube in a larger tube, as much tubes as it 
fits, by simple changing the X size of the sheet (actually tube) in Set Sheet and Clamps dialog: 

 
After changing the X size, 9 tubes fits, as you can see in the following picture:  
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8.3 Tube Nest 
Now there is an option of nesting, on a long tube, a certain number of tubes with same 
attributes, but with different length and/or processing options.  

 
While adding tube to a nest you will need to set the distances between tubes of the same type 
and between tubes of different types.  

 
While running the tube cutting it is important to select right/left cutting side in order to get the 
cutting properly done. This is important for 3D View and for proper tube cutting. 
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9 Busbar loading from external XML files 
In V11 of cncKad 3D Busbar parts, designed in XML format, can be imported directly into 
cncKad to automatically produce punching programs for the Boschert CU-Profi and bending 
programs for the Stierli Bus Bender. 

 

The procedure is simple: 

1. Set current machine to Stierli Bender 

2. In File Menu => Open, change file type to External Busbar File, select desired file and 
open it. 

3. Continue as usual (you can edit bends and profiles, view the part in 3D and calculate the 
flat length according to bending tools generate bending NC, switch to the punching 
machine for punch etc.). Once done you can generate NC files for your punching and 
bending machines. 

 Note: The input file may consist of several parts (optionally with different materials 

and thicknesses). In such a case – for each part there will be created a separate DFT 

file. 

During this procedure the system shall display any required warnings and user confirmation 
requests. 

For example, if in the input file there is some unknown material name(s) – the user will have the 
option to define the required material name mapping and continue (or abort). 

 

The following picture shows an example of loading an external Busbar design with 4 Parts: 
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10 Advanced Technological Issues 

10.1 Mitsubishi Cutting Table Enhancement 
From now on the Time Estimation for machines with special treatment for corner cutting (e.g. 
Mitsubishi - ML3015LVP) is improved. 

The following keys need to be added to the Mitsubishi Titles.ini machine file, so that we could 
see in the Cutting Technology Table => Pierce tab two new columns of Beam on Time and 
Extra Time: 

[Pierce]  

DwellTime = Beam On Time 

GasTime = Extra Time 

 

And this is the result: 

 
The Beam on Time and Extra Time columns values will be taken into account for Machine 
Time Estimation.  

10.2 Import External Cutting Technology Tables 
The Import Cutting Tables option enables – for some Boschert and Mitsubishi machine 
models – to import Cutting Technology Tables’ data from external file(s), generated by the 
machine environment. 

 
When this feature is enabled, it can be activated under Settings Menu => Machine Settings => 
Cutting Parameters tab. 
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After Import External Cutting Table dialog (bellow) is opened, you can perform data validation 
by clicking the Validate button: 

 
The validation operation performs a full check of the input files, without updating the cncKad 
Cutting Technology Tables. 

On the way - it is searching the input files for all the material names which are not recognized as 
cncKad Material Names. 

These names are filled into the Material Names Mapping table, and the user has to go over the 
table, and assign each material name to the known cncKad materials names. 

 

After clicking the Run Import button, the data in Cutting Technology Tables will be updated: 
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cncKad will generate a report summarizing all the implemented changes (each machine has its 
own report type), e.g.: 

 
The columns titles of the Cutting Technology Table can be configured simply by changing the 
Titles.ini machine model file. 

 

Example: To replace the column header "CornerTime" with "Cooling+Beam On Time" - insert 
the following line into the [Cutting] section: 

CornerTime = Cooling+Beam On Time 

10.3 Import Text Parameters Detection 

10.3.1 General 

cncKad provides a capability of automatic detection of required parameters defined within 
import text. The supported parameters that can be automatically detected are material, 
thickness and quantity. 
This capability is available for all the existing import procedures - cncKad and AutoNest (DSP, 
ORD, and ORD validation). 
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In AutoNest it supports multiple contour DXF/DWG, i.e. each part generated by a contour 
may have its own material, thickness and quantity. You can also define a global default for 
each parameter simply by locating the required text out of all contours! 
See the detailed description below about the entire process of using this feature. 

10.3.2 Usage 

In order to use this option – go to Import / Setup / Parameters tab, for each parameter type - the 
appropriate prefix, according to the prefix that shall appear in the imported text. 
Definition:  
Following are all the related rules and notes: 

1. Flexible delimiter handling:  
Suppose the thickness definition prefix is “Thk”. Then all the following text examples 
contain valid thickness definition: “… Thk=2.3 …”,  “… Thk = 2.3 …”,  “… Thk:2.3 …”,  
“… Thk 2.3 …”,  “… Thk 5 …” 
Note: It is legal that the text block shall contain any other information! 

2. Block definition uniqueness:  
All the parameters definition for each level (global or contour) must appear in the same 
text block. 

3. Determination hierarchy: 
The value of each parameter is determined according to the following rules: if there is an 
inside contour parameter definition – use it, if not, see if there is an out contour 
definition, if none of the above found – use the user global default from the dialog. 

4. Part name:  
If inside a contour which has valid parameters definition text block - there is another text 
block, then it shall be used as a part name. Otherwise the parameters definition block 
shall be used a part name (with some characters validation, e.g. replace ‘:’ with ‘_’ to get 
valid file name). 

10.3.3 Example 

Go to 
W:\X_TEST_DATA\ADVANCED_DXF_DWG_FILES\TEXT_PARAMS_DETECTION_EXAMPLE
S 

File: Text params detection full test.DXF 

In this example DXF (see picture below) you can see all the possibilities of this feature: 

1. Create new DSP 

2. Select the above DXF with quantity of40 

3. Set default material type 1 and thickness of 2 

4. Finish and view the Quantity Order table 
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The example: 

 

10.4 Unloader Pickup Limits 
When unloading parts from your machine you can now specify pickup limits for the Part 
Unloader, so it doesn't travel in prohibited areas on your machine.  

10.4.1 Specifying Pickup Limits  

 
Pickup limits can be set in 2 ways: 

• Inserting the min/max range value for X/Y axis by appropriate keys in the MDL file 

• Setting the pickup bounds in appropriate section in MetalixCupsInfo.ini file 
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10.4.2 Moving Pickup Limits 

Pickup limits can be moved in several ways: 

• For Punch: 

o Tracks:  
if PickupMinMaxByToolTrack = Yes  

if we have at least 2 tracks,  
then for Track 1 and 3 all Y values are moved by TrackDist. 

o Separating Station out of Turret (Murata):  
This station has offsets out of the Turret, and Pickup Limits are moved by these 
offsets.  

o MultiTool ("Turret“ for  Murata NPS) 
For now we support only Rotation MultiTool: If the Separating Tool is hitting at 0 
degrees, we move pickup limits by X=0, Y= -Station Distances to MultiTool Center 
If the Separating Tool is hitting at 90 degrees, we move pickup limits by X=Station 
Distances to MultiTool Center, Y=0 

o  

• For Laser: 

o If AllowedBounds are used, they are moved by Laser Station Offset. 

o If min/max are used, they are moved by LaserToPunchOffsetForPickup 

 

In case of Double Bend, we will have two Single CAMs, but they should be made "together".         

10.5 New MDL Tokens and Keys 
In V11 a few new keys and tokens were added to the MDL file. 

10.5.1 New NC Token in MDL File 

A new NC Token was added to the MDL file: 
@TL_TapExtrusionType = 0   // 0 – No 

                              // 1 – Up 

                              // 2 – Down 

10.5.2 New Bevel Machine’s Tokens  

New tokens were added for bevel machine to be used in the MDL file. They should be used in 
the [NCSEC_BeforeContourPosition] section: 

• If you want to get the tangent angle at the start of the contour cut, use: 
@P_TangAngAtContourStartPoint 

• If you want to get the tangent angle at the end of the contour cut, use: 
@P_TangAngAtContourEndPoint 

• If you want to get the total change in the angle while going through the chain, use: 
@P_TotalContourDirectionChange 

10.5.3 New Reposition Tokens 

These are new cncKad reposition tokens: 

@REPOS6, @REPOS7, @REPOS8, @REPOS9 and @REPOS10 

10.5.4 New Tokens in Doc Report 

Similar to @STATION_IN_SETUP, we have in DOC report a new Token, which has:  
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T202 or *T202    meaning - tool not in setup. 

         

• @ST_NONSETUP_NUM      

If this Tool is NOT according to Setup - use *, otherwise use blank. 
Star, then Station Number.   *314   or _201 

• @ST_NONSETUP_ABC_NUM  

If this Tool is NOT according to Setup - use *, otherwise use blank. 
Star, Size letter, then Station Number.   *B 314   or _E 201 

• @CUR_THICKNESS 

This token is for thickness used in cutting technology table. 

  

        Existing token: 

        @ST_ABC_NUM   Size letter, then Station Number.   B 314   or E 201 

10.5.5 New Part Handling Tokens 

Two new tokens were added for Part Handling mode to be used in the MDL file: 
@PB_PHMode   

Part Handling Mode:    

  0 - None 

 10 - MJ / WJ   

 (Note: Supported only for Laser !) 

 20 - Stop 

 30 - Chute (PushOut) 

 40 - Unload (Pickup) 

 

@PB_PHString   

 

Part Handling String, taken from [PH Strings] section  

If this section does not exist, the defaults are: 
         0 - None 

 10 - MJ 

 20 - Stop 

 30 - Chute 

 40 - Upload 

  

And a new section: 
[PH Strings] 

// if this section does not exist, the defaults are as listed above.  

//When it exists, these are the defaults:  

 0 = None 

10 = MJ / WJ 

20 = Stop 

30 = Chute 

40 = Pickup 

10.5.6 New Laser Contour Tokens 

The following two groups of tokens can be added to a report.  

These tokens return values 0 or 1, depending on whether the described contour size is cut in 
the part. 

@LaserXLargeContourUsed 
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@LaserLargeContourUsed 

@LaserMediumContourUsed  

@LaserSmallContourUsed  

@LaserEngraveUsed  

@LaserVaporizeUsed  

The following tokens return a string with the name of those contour sizes, according to the 
title.ini file: 

@LaserXLargeContourString  

@LaserLargeContourString  

@LaserMediumContourString  

@LaserSmallContourString  

@LaserEngraveString  

@LaserVaporizeString 

 

10.6 The Cut Sheet Position Output in Job Report  
There are two new tokens you can use to get the Cut Sheet position data in your Job Report: 

@XCutSheet (vertical Cut Sheet line position)  

@YCutSheet (horizontal Cut Sheet line position)  

10.6.1 New AutoPunch Key 

A new key was added to MDL file to ensure AutoPunch will NOT use tools that are inserted in 
MultiTool, for Nibble: 

 
[Tools] 

UseMTOnlyForSingleHitsMode = 1    

// 0: MT can be used freely              

// 1: MT can ONLY be used for Single Hits 

// So, if you have an OB 20 7, and RO 7 in MT, 

// then you can only do two hits, and the rest somehow else 

// or even leave not punched.  

If Mode=1, in Add Punch => Nibble, when choosing tool from Setup, disable the tools in MT.                                             

10.6.2 New Cutting Technology Tables in MDL Keys 

• UseReducedPartOfEntryInTechTable 

If this key in [Laser Info] is set to Yes, the "Non-reduced Part of Entry" column in 

the Cutting Technology Table will be named "Reduced Part of Entry" instead. 

• UseCornerTreatmentForEntryExit 

This new key is for Corner Treatment for cutting entries and exits.  
This key in [Laser Info] is set by default to No. In order to utilize the corner 

treatment parameters for entries/exits set its value to Yes.  

10.6.3 TDC/BDC Tables 

In order to activate the Top Dead Center/Bottom Dead Center tables’ option, you need to insert 
the following key to your machine’s MDL file: 

[NC_GENERATION] 

UseMultipleTdcBdcTables = Yes 

cncKad provides now the capability to create, maintain and use multiple tables of Top Dead 
Center/Bottom Dead Center values for all forming tools. The user can copy existing tables, edit, 
enable or disable the usage of any table in the active machine. In each table - the user can 
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define Top Dead Center/Bottom Dead Center values for any required combination of material 
and thickness. 

There is a possibility to save TDC/BDC data to table. 

10.6.4 AutoCut Cutting Thin Contours as an Open Contour 

A new key allows thin contours to be cut by AutoCut, as if they were an Open Contour.  
To do so you need to enter the following key in your MDL file: 

[Laser Info] 

   CutSmallContourAsLineThickness = 0.3  

The number value inserted here defines the thickness of the contour to be cut. This is mostly 
used for parts imported from CADLink. Solid programs do not allow creating open contours with 
no thickness, so this is a workaround for it. 

 

 If the value is -1 (default) this feature is disabled. 

10.6.5 Selective Push Out Display 

With this new key placed in MDL file: 
[NC_GENERATION]  

PushoutTypeSupported = 25  

you can control which Push Out options are displayed in the dropdown list of Push Out (Chute) 
dialog. 
Bitwise value keeps supported Push Out types: 0 - all, 1 - center, 2 - left, 4 - right, 8 - no 
movement, 16 – fixed. On our example above we entered the value of 25 which consists of the 
following options: 16, 8 and 1. This results in the following options available from dropdown list: 
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10.6.6 New Key for Tubes: TubeLimitlessRotation 

There is a new MDL key for tubes; the results will be visible in NC code: 
[TubeCuttingInfo] 

TubeLimitlessRotation = No 

If it is set to Yes the minimum rotation path will be used, even if the angle has to be less than 0 
or more than 360 for it. The default value is No. 

10.7 Customize Head, Lens and Gas Title Definitions 
From now on the user can customize the titles definitions for head, lens and Gas parameters 
appearing in Set Sheet and Clamps dialog and in the Cutting table.  

To do so, add the following section to your machine’s TITLES.INI file, changing the definitions 
as you wish.    

// Gas head and lens titles;  

For each used title mapping below, the regular (or translated) title shall be replaced with the title 
specified here: 

[GasHeadLensTitles] 

GasTitle = Gas 

HeadTitle = Nozzle 

LensTitle = Lens  

 

In Plasma machines, for example, you can define Lens as Amperage, and then add the 
amperage parameters to the LensList section, as follows: 

 
//Used Lens names – actually the Amperage list 

[LensList] 

30  = 30A 

45  = 45A 

50  = 50A 

80  = 80A 

130 = 130A 

200 = 200A 

260 = 260A 

999 = FLAME        

 

The results will be in Cutting Technology Table: 

  
And in Set Sheet and Clamps dialog: 
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10.8 Support for Amada C1NT Machine 
From V11, cncKad gives support for Amada C1NT machine LZH compression. This can be 
done by adding the following MDL Keys to [AmadaInfo] section: 

GenerateAmadaLZHMode = 0  
// 0 - do not generate,  

// 1 - generate,  

// 2 - generate in Debug Mode 

TrgNCExtForLZH = NCD_L01 
LZHTrgPath = 

10.9 Support for New Murata Bend Tool 
cncKad supports a New Bending Tool for Murata machine: BendTool01.T         

This tool can be used in CAM Menu => Punch CAM => Add Punch => Single Punch Type, but 
only for Bend Lines!         

In addition, this tool can be used in 2 modes:             

• Single Bend: One Click – this will create a Bend Up, and we will receive  “L Bend“ 

• Double Bend:  
There are two types of Double Bend:  

o “C Bend” – this result will be reached by making two consecutive clicks as Bend Up                          

o “Z Bend” – this will result by making 1st Click – Bend Down, and the 2nd Click – 
Bend Up  

  

But in order to support this BendTool01.T you need to add the following key values in 
NCSEC_TheSingleG section of the MDL/SubMDL file: 

BendType:      0 - Not Bend                       

               1 - L Bend                       

              11 - C Bend, 1st Bend                                                     

              12 - C Bend, 2nd Bend                                                     

              21 - Z Bend, 1st Bend                                                     

              22 - Z Bend, 2st Bend                                         

BendAngle: from Bend Line 

BendLength: from Bend line 

10.10  No Warning for Not Installed Machines 
In Settings Menu => Machine Settings dialog => Machine tab => Machine Settings button => 
Machine Settings dialog => Selected Machines section now there is no warning if the machine 
you added is not installed on your seat. Instead you will see Machine Name highlighted in red: 
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Only when you click the OK button, and you have machines highlighted in red, the following 
warning will appear: 

 


